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**Assumptions**
- Depicts planned completion dates by quarter
- Highlights key project dependencies and resource constraints

**RDB to Oracle Conversion - ISRS**
Multiple projects are dependent on the completion of this effort (and are noted with an *)
- 11/1/2008
- 12/31/2008
- 2/28/2009
- 3/31/2009
- 6/30/2009
- 9/30/2009
- 12/31/2009

Projects not currently active due to resource constraints (Key resources/skill sets not available or working on other projects)
- DARS/CAS*
- eTranscript*
- CE/CT
- Redundant Network Paths
- eFolio
- Reporting Enhancements for Campuses*

Projects with scheduled completion dates in 2010
- Vets project
- Action Analytics

Projects with scheduled completion dates in 2011
- Prinsys – delayed due to resource constraints